Deco Stone

Deco Stone
Painted Marble

Bali Blue 6x6

Bali Grey 6x6

Kyoto Blue 6x6

Kyoto Grey 6x6

Mandalay Blue 6x6

Mandalay Grey 6x6

Deco Stone
Painted Marble

Seoul Blue 6x6

Seoul Grey 6x6

Sydney Blue 6x6

Sydney Grey 6x6

Victoria Blue 6x6

Victoria Grey 6x6

INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
Please carefully read the following instructions manual before installation. An incorrect
installation, use, or maintenance will result in the cancellation of the manufacturer’s warranty.
The points listed below indicate the installer’s liabilities:
Carefully inspect ALL material prior to installation, in order to verify that it has no defects.
Materials installed with visible defects are not covered by the warranty.
-If you are not satisfied with the material prior to installing, please contact your dealer.
DO NOT INSTALL IT.
-We recommend that, as final inspector, you examine the color, finish, style, and quality, BEFORE
installing. Verify that the material is right. We will not be liable for any expenses incurred
once the pieces with visible defects are installed.
-It is the installer’s and the owner’s responsibility to ensure that work conditions and the work
area are suitable, before installing the material.
INSTALLATION HIGHLIGHTS:
- DO NOT USE ON HIGH TRAFFIC FLOORING
- DO NOT USE PAINTERS TAPE ON TILE
- DO NOT USE ON SHOWER FLOORS OR SAUNAS / STEAM SHOWERS
- DO NOT USE OUTDOORS OR IN SUBMERGED APPLICATIONS SUCH AS FOUNTAINS
- DO USE ON LIGHT TRAFFIC FLOORING
- DO USE ON SHOWER WALLS
- DO USE WITH UNSANDED GROUT
- DO USE NEUTRAL STONE CLEANERS
- DO ALLOW TILE TO DRY AND RE-SEAL CUT AREAS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
- WHEN INSTALLING ON A KITCHEN BACKSPLASH – DO FOLLOW THE RANGE MANUFACTURERS
INSTRUCTIONS BY LEAVING SUFFICIENT SPACE BETWEEN DECORATIVE TILE AND STOVE. IN
PARTICULAR, ON HIGH POWERED COMMERCIAL STYLE STOVE TOPS VERY COMMON IN HIGH
END KITCHENS TODAY.
1. SURFACE REQUIREMENT
Surfaces where the material is to be laid must be smooth, consistent, dry and clean.
2. LAYING THE PAINTED MARBLE TILES
We recommend dry laying the whole batch and mix pieces from different boxes before
installation if necessary. To ensure that the mosaics are correctly laid, we recommend
using high-performance cement-based adhesives.
Before grouting the tiles, leave the adhesive to dry for at least 24-48 hours. After this drying time
has elapsed, clean the surface with a moist cloth and leave to dry. Painted Marble Tiles are not
suitable for shower floor use. Continuous water & humidity exposure as well as other chemicals
may cause painted pattern to be wiped off.
3. CLEANING

Before the grouting material sets, any remains must be removed with a sponge or cloth. The
grouting material must not be allowed to dry too much before doing this or it will hinder the
cleaning of the tiles. This operation must be repeated at least two or three times to ensure
perfectly clean tiles, rinsing the surface thoroughly with water, using a sponge or cloth.
The use of detergents and abrasives such as cleaning powders may cause irreparable damage to
the sections. If you have any doubts, contact your dealer.
4. PRODUCT CARE
The painted marble tiles that you bought come pre-sealed and don’t require resealing for at least
2 years. Reseal your painted marble tiles when water no longer beads on its surface. Resealing
frequency will depend on traffic and use. We recommend FILA Sealers.
Routine maintenance for Painted Marble Tiles includes sweeping or vacuuming to remove dirt
which may scratch the surface of your tile. Clean the surfaces with a PH neutral stone and tile
cleaner. Use a clean damp mop to wipe the surface. Clean up any spills immediately using only
mild detergent and warm water. Never use acidic or abrasive cleaners as they may damage
protective layer and wipe off the painted pattern on the stone.

